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Top wordpress themes for photographers

Looking for WordPress themes for photographers? A WordPress theme designed specifically for photographers can help you showcase your work, find more customers, and connect with other like-minded photographers. In this article, we have hand-picked some of the best WordPress themes for photographers that you can use on your photography
website. By building a WordPress site for photographers first, you need to make sure you choose the right platform to build your website. Self hosted WordPress.org is the best website builder for photographers. WordPress offers creative freedom with unlimited designs, thousands of apps, extensions, and integrations available to site owners. To get started,
you'll need to sign up for a WordPress hosting account. It will be the home of your website on the Internet. You will also need a domain name that your users will put in their browsers to open your website (for example, wpbeginner.com or google.com). It is recommended to use Bluehost. They are one of the most popular web hosting companies in the world
and an official WordPress hosting partner. After you sign up for a hosting account, you'll need to install WordPress. Follow the instructions in our guide on how to start a WordPress blog and you'll be up and running in a short time. After that, you need to choose a theme from our expert choices below. If you need help installing the theme on your site, check
out our beginner's guide on how to install a WordPress theme. That said, let's take a look at some of wordpress's best photo themes. 1. Divi Divi is a popular WordPress premium theme and a definitive page builder. It comes with 100s of layout packages and a 1-click demo content importer that makes it easy to launch your photography website. It has a
visual customizer, an online text editor, lots of design options, Google Fonts, and more. With global elements and styles, you can easily manage settings at the site level. Divi is beginner-friendly and easy to set up. Divi also has a custom theme options panel in your WordPress admin so you can add a custom logo and favicon to your site. It's a seo friendly
theme to help your site position itself well in search engines. 2. Astra Astra is a lightweight WordPress multifunction theme. It comes with dozens of starting sites, including built-in demo layouts with content for photographers. The theme works seamlessly with drag page builders to create custom landing pages. It gives you complete control of colors, fonts
and background. 3. Elegance Pro Elegance Pro is a cute WordPress theme for photographers, designers and artists. It's a powerful and robust theme designed keep your WordPress site fast. The theme has a minimalist layout design with a gorgeous photo view. It comes with custom page templates for your blog, homepage, and landing pages. Elegance
Pro is easy to set up theme customizer with a live preview. StudioPress is now part of WP Engine, the most popular managed WordPress hosting company. You can get this theme and all the other 35 StudioPress themes if you sign up for WP Engine hosting to build your website. Bonus: WPBeginner users also get an additional 20% OFF. Start with WP
Engine today! 4. Ultra Ultra is a powerful WordPress multifunction theme. It comes with several pre-made websites, including a demo site for photographers. It allows you to show your featured photos in a custom home page cursor. The Ultra theme has unlimited color choices, custom widgets, and beautiful typographic options. 5. OceanWP OceanWP is a
free WordPress theme built to create any website. With the 1-click import feature, you can easily import free and premium demo sites to start your photography website immediately. The theme comes with color schemes, fonts, custom backgrounds, and page templates. It has a fast page load time and built-in SEO that helps grow your website traffic. 6. Neve
Neve is a WordPress theme for photographers, creative bloggers, artists, freelancers and stylists. It has a modern design and comes with one-page layouts and multiple pages. It offers seamless integration with drag-and-drop page constructors such as Beaver Builder, Elementor, Visual Composer, etc. The theme is also fully compatible with the WordPress
Block Editor (Gutenberg Editor) to create beautiful posts with images. 7. Coastline Coastline is a WordPress theme with a unique design for photographers. It comes with a portfolio section to beautifully display your photos in a portfolio layout. Other notable features include custom widgets and multiple layout choices. Coastline uses a grid layout on the
homepage with a fixed sidebar on the left. The theme is easy to customize and uses a responsive design, so it looks good on all devices and screens. 8. Fargo Fargo is a premium Photography WordPress theme built specifically for visual artists and photographers to create an exceptional portfolio of online photographs. It has beautiful minimalist-looking
animations in black and white. You can show photos with different layouts. Your site will look good on all devices and screen sizes. Fargo comes with a Style Manager tool that you can use to achieve visual consistency across your website with a default set of colors and fonts. You can also choose custom colors based on your brand's identity and style. It
also integrates with WooCommerce to create an online store. This helps you to your photos and to take online photo service bookings. 9. Shutter Up Shutter Up is a free WordPress theme for photographers and photoblogs. It comes with a featured content slider to showcase your best photos elegantly. The homepage has beautiful sections to add
testimonials, services, photo albums, and more from customers. It's easy to set up customizer with live preview. 10. Ambiance Pro Ambiance Pro is a minimalist WordPress theme for photographers to create a beautiful portfolio and photography website. It has a white background that opens up your photos and content. It comes with a widgetd home page
layout and multiple page templates for your blog, archives, and landing pages. Ambiance Pro is seo-friendly and supports WooCommerce to sell photos online. 11. Shape Shape is a WordPress theme suitable for any photographer or photo activity. It comes with built-in filterable galleries and beautiful transition effects. It comes with a custom widget to add a
newsletter subscription box to the footer and create your own email list. The theme has a grid layout to prominently display your photos. 12. Hestia Pro Hestia Pro is an elegant WordPress multipurpose theme. It comes with some ready-made startup sites that you can import and replace content to get started quickly. The theme supports image and video
scrolling devices. It has a fully customizable homepage and is ready for translation to create a multilingual WordPress website. Hestia Pro is a responsive WordPress theme ready for the retina. This means that your site and images will be great on all devices. 13. True North True North is a beautiful WordPress theme suitable for photographers to build
portfolio websites. It comes with a built-in portfolio section on the homepage where you can easily upload photos. Other notable features include a grid layout, custom backgrounds, and large headers. It comes with custom widgets for social media profiles and content discovery features. 14. Inspiro Inspiro is an excellent photo WordPress theme for
professional photographers. It comes with a visual background that allows you to add a photo or video to impress your users. It supports page builder plugins like WPBakery and has a gallery module to easily build your photo site. The theme is fully compatible with WooCommerce and popular WooCommerce plugins. 15. Suarez Suarez is a wordpress photo
blog theme. It comes with plenty of customization options and a drag-and-drop page builder to design landing pages. The theme also includes CSS animations, Google fonts, and a beautiful image slider. It's easy to set up with a live customizer panel. 16. Lense Lense is an elegant WordPress theme for photographers and videomakers. It has a 2-column
layout with a navigation menu and custom logo on the left side and a beautiful large horizontal cursor on the right side of the Lense comes with beautiful gallery layouts to view your photographs and videos. It has flexible customization options with multiple color choices, a full-screen display, and custom widgets. 17. Bold Photography Bold Photography is a
free WordPress theme for photographers. It comes with a beautiful full-screen cursor on the homepage that allows you to your photographs in all their glory. It also includes large featured images and a portfolio-style photo gallery. The theme is easy to customize using the WordPress live customizer. 18. Benson Benson is a modern wordpress photo theme. It
comes with support for video presentations and images to create a good first impression for your visitors. The functionality of this theme includes multiple layouts, color schemes, and support for custom backgrounds. It also includes headers, widgets, social integration, and more. 19. Gusto Gusto is a free WordPress theme for bloggers and photographers. Its
minimalist design shows great featured images and a nice typography. It comes with a 2-column layout, background colors, custom logo, and more. The theme follows the latest SEO practices to help your website position itself well in Google and other search engines. 20. Eclipse Eclipse is a stylish WordPress theme for photographers, bloggers, and artists.
The homepage features a beautiful slider to showcase your latest work professionally. It comes with a custom widget for Instagram photos and videos. It also includes gallery templates, a portfolio section, and woocommerce support. 21. Parallax Parallax is a theme in the WordPress portfolio for photographers and artists. It comes with many customization
options and over 60 pre-designated layouts. It also includes an easy-to-use drag-and-drop page builder. With cute parallase effects and a full-screen slider, the theme is ideal for a photo website. 22. Tempo Tempo is a uniquely designed WordPress theme created specifically for photographers and bloggers. It comes with a masonry layout on the homepage
to show your photos in style. The theme has 3 header layouts, a social profile menu, and full-screen images. It's WooCommerce ready to create an ecommerce website, so you can sell your photography or other items. 23. Photograph Photograph is a free WordPress theme built specifically for photographers, digital marketers, bloggers and creative
agencies. It offers a 1-click demo content import to get you started quickly. Theme features include a full-width custom header image, custom widgets, an image library template, and a sidebar. We hope this article helped you find the best WordPress themes for photographers. You may also want to see our guides on the best WordPress plugins and the best
email marketing services for small businesses. If you liked this article, subscribe to our YouTube channel for WordPress video tutorials. You can also find us on Twitter and Facebook. Facebook.
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